Lec #3: Files, Preferences, and Content Provider

Try It Out
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Recommended Assignment: Try It Out

- p168: Handling View Events
- p191: Displaying a Long List of Items using the ListView
- p197: Checking which Items are Selected
- p235: Creating the Menu Helper Methods
- p238: Displaying an Option Menu
- p240: Displaying a Context Menu
- p252: Saving Data Using the SharedPreferences Object
- p259: Retrieving and Modifying Preferences
- p263: Saving Data to Internal Storage
- p274: Creating the Database Helper Class
- p279: Adding Contacts to a Table
- p280: Retrieving All Contacts from a Table
- p281: Retrieving a Contact from a Table
- p282: Updating a Contact in a Table
- p283: Deleting a Contact from a Table
- p295: Using the Contacts Content Provider
- p305: Creating Your Own Content Provider
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